cost of CPU, CRM the cost of memory, CRB the cost of bandwidth, and CRS the cost of storage respectively.
We are seeking to execute the tasks with minimum completion time based on the budget constraint for each task to achieve minimum cost execution and maximum resource utilization.
The BAS model illustrates the requirements of the tasks for resources and explains the relevance between resources costs and user budget constraint as shown in ii.
Step 2: Calculate the Expected Gain Cost (EGC).
iii.
Step 3: Check for the VM which meets the Task Budget constraint (TB). If EGC in this VM is equal to or less than TB it means the VM satisfies user constraint. iv.
Step 4: Map the task to the suitable VM and calculate the cost of used resources.
The users have many tasks to be scheduled at the cloud resources, where each task has a EGC that varies from one task to the other. The EGC determines the fit VM that can be used to execute the selected task.
On the other hand, the task length (Len) and file size (Fit) are important factors that cannot be neglected. The task length and file size would determine if the task needs time priority or cost priority. The resource cost can be influenced by some performance metrics of the task (makespan, response time, gain cost, resource utilization, and profit), as these metrics are vital for our proposed BAS model. The component that is responsible for allocating the tasks to resources is a scheduler. It is the core which maps the tasks using the optimization scheduling method that is proposed in this chapter where the tasks are scheduled based on this information.
At first, the information of tasks and resources are collected. Secondly, it checks and decides whether the Resource (Rj) achieves the task (Ti) requirement. The requirements include that VMs meet TB and their resources.
Thirdly, determine whether the task has a time or cost priority and then based on the priority, the task will be mapped to VM which achieves the task's requirements.
Finally, the scheduler allocates the resource to the task.
Application Model
The tasks and the resources are diverse in cloud computing. Cloud resources have different configurations, so the cost of each resource varies from another. Also, the cost of tasks is different [83] . Therefore, we take into account this complexity of cloud environment and present the BAS model which reflects the costs of those tasks in more detail. It divides the resource cost into four parts: CPU, bandwidth, storage, and memory, according to the definition of resources.
In the top of the pyramid of our proposed BAS model is the budget constraint. Budget-Aware Scheduling determines the priority of the task in all VMs which meets TB. The BAS model compares between the task attributes (i.e. length, file) to assign each task to the suitable resource. 
where n is the total number of tasks.
The list of VMs is checked to detect which VM meets the user satisfaction by obtaining the EGC as mentioned in the Equation 4.2:
where Fot is the file output size of task.
The EGC is then calculated in each VM and is compared with TB based on the Equation 4.3:
Next, the priority of the task is determined by comparing the user's TB with the Avg.TB. If the TB is larger than the Avg.TB constraint value, then the task is said to have time priority, otherwise, the task has cost priority as mentioned in the Equation
4.4.

Task priority =
When the task has time priority, the time is calculated, otherwise, the cost is calculated. So in the next step, the BAS model determines the task requirements based on the task attributes where our proposed BAS model will compare between the length of the task and the file size as mentioned in the Equation 4.5.
That means when the length of the task is larger than the file size then the completion time is calculated, otherwise the data transfer is calculated as:
This matrix refers to the expected completion time for each task on all VMs. ECT shows the matrix of the expected completion time as follows:
In this matrix, the task will be mapped to the VM which has least completion time. The second priority of our proposed BAS model is when the task has low priority. In case the task has low priority, the cost of execution should be checked based on the task requirement, where the length of the task is compared with the file size as mentioned in the Equation 4.10: When the task has low priority and its length is larger than the file size, a faster machine will be used to execute that task and the ECG for the machine would be calculated as in the Equation 4.11.
On the other hand, if the length is small or equal, the data transfer cost is kept high. 
Tn EDGn1 EDGn2 … EDGnm
Case Study
We take an example to show the mechanism of our proposed BAS model work, To determine the task priority, where if task's budget is larger than Avg.TB then this task has a time priority otherwise it has cost priority. In this example, Avg.TB = (10 + 4 + 3 + 7= 24/4 = 6), then, for each task the EGC is calculated based on the Equation 4.2 and then each VM state is labeled based on the Equation 4.3. If the EGC is less than or equal the TB, the VM state is equal to 1, else the VM state is equal to 0. So, we assume EGC of each task into each VM as described in Table 4 .3. The EGC of task 3 in VM3 < TB of task 3  1.336 < 3 means VM3 is labeled =1.
EGC of task 4 in VM1:
Gain CPU Cost of task 4= length of task / MIPS of VM1 * cost of CPU= 4000/ 500 * 0.01=0.08 The EGC of task 4 in VM1 < TB of task 4  4.741 < 7 means VM1 is labeled =1.
EGC of task 4 in VM2:
Gain The EGC of task 4 in VM2 < TB of task 4  3.881 < 7 means VM2 is labeled =1.
EGC of task 4 in VM3:
Gain CPU Cost of task 4= length of task / MIPS of VM3 * cost of CPU= 4000 / 1000 * 0.02=0.08 The EGC of task 4 in VM3 < TB of task 4  1.897 < 7 means VM3 is labeled =1.
After that, our model BAS will check and compare the length and file size values that mentioned in Table 4 .1 for each task, to determine how the tasks should be scheduled among all available VMs as shown in Table 4 .4: Table 4 .4: Task priority and comparison of length and file size for each task
The following is an explanation of how to obtain the table values in Table 4 .4:
Task 1 priority is time because the TB of task 1 > Avg.TB  10 > 6.
 Len of task 1 < input file of task 1  1000 < 2200 so calculated the EDT.
Task 2 priority is cost because the TB of task 2 < Avg.TB  4 < 6. Task 3 priority is cost because the TB of task 3 < Avg.TB  3 < 6.
 Len of task 3 > input file of task 3  5000 > 1500 so calculated the ECG.
Task 4 priority is time because the TB of task 4 > Avg.TB  7 > 6.
 Len of task 4 > input file of task 4  4000 > 2000 so calculated the ECT.
After calculating the expected gain cost and determining the VM state, the task priority, and the procedure should be implemented.
Based on the results obtained from Table 4 .4, we calculated all the procedures for all the tasks on the VMs and each task will be scheduled to appropriate VM as shown in Table 4 .5:  Task 1 (EDT) in VM3=DT of pervious task + DT of current task= 0+ 2500/40= 62.5
Task 2:
The task 2 in first and second virtual machines did not meet the task budget, so we do not calculate the expected gain cost in VM1 and VM2 based on the results from The task 3 in first virtual machine did not meet the task budget, so we do not calculate the expected gain cost in VM1 based on the results from Table 4 .3. Based on Table 4 .5:
 Task 1 will be mapped to VM2 which returns less EDT.
 Task 2 will be mapped to VM3 that fulfills budget constraint among other VMs.
 Task 3 will be mapped to VM2 that returns less ECG as first.
 Task 4 will be mapped to VM2 that returns less ECT.
Steps of Budget-Aware Scheduling Model
The steps of BAS model are as follows:
Input
List of tasks, list of VMs
Output Assigning the tasks on available VMs based on the budget constraint
1.
The tasks are submitted with their TB
2.
Calculate Avg.TB
3.
For each task in the task list 
Performance Metrics
In this section, we present the performance metrics used to evaluate the proposed BAS model. These metrics are used in task scheduling to measure the efficiency of the algorithms as following :
4.4.1. Makespan: Makespan is the total completion time of the tasks which are executed by the available VM. It is defined as in the Equation 4.13
[84]. where e is the number of experiments
Results of Experiments and Analysis
Implementation Environment
In this chapter also, we have used the CloudSim toolkit to simulate our proposed BAS model. This is because the CloudSim toolkit is the most appropriate toolkit that can simulate the cloud environment efficiently and also because of its modelling behavior [86] . It models cloud components such as data centers, hosts, cloudlets, virtual machines and resource provisioning policies [87] . Moreover, it enables multiple data centers simulation for the study of allocation policies and reliability and scaling of the resources [88]. 
Experiments Configuration
Dataset
In this chapter, the dataset is called a cloudlet, and the cloudlet represents a task in the CloudSim simulator.
In other words, the application of user is cloudlet class in CloudSim toolkit.
Therefore, the size of application depends on the computational demands, so this is translated into types such as instruction length, and amount of data transfer. The characteristics of the cloudlet are:
1. Length.
Million Instructions (MI).
3. Input file size.
Output file size [89].
Tasks were generated and distributed as 250, 500, 750, 1000, 1500, and 2000 tasks.
To analyze and evaluate our BAS model, we have calculated the measured metrics (average makespan, mean of total average response time, resources utilization, number of the task violations in VMs, provider profit, total gain cost, and the VM usage time (hour)) as shown in the 
Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance and efficiency of the proposed BAS model, we conducted six experiments, where we used ten virtual machines to host varying numbers of tasks. The experiments were conducted as follows:
i. 250 tasks with ten VMs.
ii. 500 tasks with ten VMs.
iii. 750 tasks with ten VMs.
iv. 1000 tasks with ten VMs.
v. 1500 tasks with ten VMs.
v. 2000 tasks with ten VMs.
The efficiency level of our proposed BAS model can be proved by comparing it with the state of the art scheduling algorithms such as Max-Min, Round Robin, and SJF algorithms. Each one of these algorithms has a different strategy to assign the tasks on the available resources. Figure 4 .4: Comparison of average makespan Table 4 .9 summarizes the experiments done on different number of tasks hosted on ten VMs measuring the mean of total average response time to execute the tasks on VMs for our proposed BAS model compared to other scheduling algorithms. We can see from the results that the mean of total average response time resulting from BAS model for each task executed on VM has lesser value than the mean of total average response time of the tasks' execution results in other scheduling algorithms. The comparative results of resource utilization metric are illustrated in Figure   4 .6. When we execute different tasks (250, 500, 750, 1000, 1500, and 2000) on ten
VMs, the Max-Min algorithm has the smallest utilization graph which means that this algorithm makes high load and complexity while scheduling the tasks on cloud resource; next comes SJF algorithm that has smaller utilization factor than Round Robin; finally our BAS model with the highest utilization graph line shows that our model does not make any overload or complexity in scheduling tasks on the cloud resources. Provider profit is, measuring of the difference between the tasks' budgets and the gain cost after execution which means how our proposal can achieve a gain in adjusting task scheduling costs over the cloud resources and the user's budget. Table   4 .12 summarizes the experiments done on varying number of tasks hosted on ten VMs when measuring the provider profit for our proposed BAS model compared to other scheduling algorithms. As we note from the results, the provider profit for BAS model for each task executed on VM has a higher value than the provider profit of the tasks' executed in other scheduling algorithms. From the results graphed in Figure 4 .8, we notice that the lowest provider profit is for Round Robin algorithm, which means it does not achieve compatibility between the user budgets and the provider costs for their usage of the resources. This is followed by SJF and Max-Min which have a little higher values of provider profits respectively. The BAS model has the highest values which is clear from its graph when compared to the others, leading us to deduce the novelty and accuracy of our BAS model in attaining the user's needs by complying with QoS of the provider.
The total gain cost of the scheduling algorithms is a very important metric that must be measured. Table 4 .13 shows us how the proposed model BAS attains its objective to enhance the total gain costs by using the resources to execute its tasks where the costs are less than the state of the art scheduling algorithms. Even with the increased number of tasks on the same number of VMs, the BAS model is scheduling the tasks with least increment of cost as compared to other algorithms e.g. in the experiments 1 and 2, the BAS model returns the lowest increment of cost (1247651-657827= 589824) whereas the algorithms: Max-Min (achieves 609338) followed by Round Robin (925023) have higher increments of cost, and SJF gets the highest increment (931584). Thus we can conclude that our proposed BAS model has been able to satisfy the users and implement the tasks with less cost.
The results graphed in Figure 4 .9 show that Round Robin gives a cost higher than SJF algorithm, followed by the Max-Min algorithm. All these infer that our proposed BAS model which has the lowest total gain cost has attained its objectives accurately and efficiently in decreasing the resources' execution costs and achieves stability between these costs and the users' budgets. Finally, the improvement of cost ratio is observed in Table 4 .15 for our proposed BAS model with Max-Min, Round Robin, and SJF algorithms by 17%, 34%, and 31% respectively. 
Chapter Contribution
We proposed the budget model which allocates the tasks according to their characteristics in order to facilitate resource selection decisions. This strategy is implemented as follows:
i. At first, the VMs which meet the budget are labeled and the task priority is determined.
ii. The task attributes (length, file size) are detected.
iii. The task is assigned to the resources which meet the budget constraint and keep makespan as less as possible with minimal cost for resource usage.
Chapter Summary
Summary of this chapter helps us to answer the second question: How to formulate a model which reduces the total cost for task scheduling problem in a cloud computing environment, which consists of the cost of processing, memory, bandwidth, and storage based on a budget constraint. We proposed Budget-Aware Scheduling model in which our concern was for user's budget for their tasks when they are executed on VMs. The experiments were done on our proposed BAS model and compared with the state of the art scheduling algorithms which shows that the BAS minimizes the makespan, response time, and violations number for the task execution on VMs as well as increases resource utilization and profit of provider and achieves accepted total gain cost for any user. The percentage of improvement of cost ratio for proposed BAS model over Max-Min, Round Robin, and SJF algorithms are by 17%, 34%, and 31%
respectively.
In addition, the T-test was calculated to make a statistical analysis of our proposed BAS model to other algorithms such as Max-Min, Round Robin, and SJF.
